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Rougher is more slippery: How adhesive friction decreases with increasing surface roughness
due to the suppression of capillary adhesion
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Friction originates at the area of real contact which depends on the (changing) surface topography. Observing and measuring the area of real contact at multi-asperity interfaces is difficult, making it challenging
to quantitatively study the interplay between the frictional force and surface topography. In this paper, we
systematically manipulate surface topography and use a fluorescence microscopy-based contact visualization
technique to reveal this interplay. We demonstrate good agreement between elastoplastic boundary element
method contact calculations and experimental visualization of the area of real contact. While the area of real
contact and thus contact pressure could be varied by a factor of 4 through control of the surface topography,
this had only a modest effect on the coefficient of friction (CoF). We do find a small but systematic increase in
the proportionality constant between frictional force and normal force (CoF) with decreasing surface roughness.
The observation that smoother surfaces have a greater CoF is due to capillary adhesion between the two surfaces.
We quantitatively model this behavior using a simple capillary adhesion model without adjustable parameters.
Our results provide quantitative insights into the interplay between contact mechanics, friction, and capillary
adhesion. A predictive understanding of this interplay is essential to demanding applications such as precision
positioning.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.3.043204

I. INTRODUCTION

Friction is one of the most common natural phenomena.
Around 2 million years ago, in the Middle Paleolithic period, our ancestors used the phenomenon to make fire [1].
Nowadays, friction is responsible for a large fraction of
global energy consumption [2]. At almost all macroscopic
interfaces, the force of friction (Ff ) is proportional to the
normal force (Fn ) [3–9]; the ratio of the two forces is constant
and known as the coefficient of friction (CoF = Ff /Fn ). Single contact experiments and simulations have demonstrated
that the proportionality between frictional force and normal
force can emerge because increased normal force results in
stronger atomic scale interlocking and thus proportionally
more frictional force [10–12]. Alternatively, if the atomic
scale interlocking is dominated by adhesion rather than by externally applied force, the frictional force may scale with the
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area of real contact [10,12]. At macroscopic, multi-asperity
interfaces, the contacting materials form asperity contacts
and touch at the atomic scale within the area of real contact
[9,13]. Analytical theories such as the classical Greenwood
and Williamson model [14] and the Persson contact theory
[15] describe the process of contact formation. They attempt
to explain why the area of real contact is proportional to
the normal force, relating this to the surface topography,
mechanical properties, and in some cases adhesion [16–18].
Alternatively, contact between rough surfaces can be understood through boundary element calculations and molecular
dynamics simulations [16,18–20]. However, these theoretical
approaches toward describing multi-asperity contact formation are built on assumptions—such as idealized elasticity and
plasticity or frictionless contacts—that do not necessarily hold
in reality [6]. The area of real contact is elusive and difficult to
access experimentally because it is hidden from view [21,22]
by the contacting materials and defined by the deformation
of small-scale surface roughness variations. Therefore, it is
challenging to compare multi-asperity contact theories to experiments at the appropriate length scales and even harder to
assess the impact of the contact mechanics on friction [23]. As
a result, a key question remained unanswered: to what extent
does adhesive multi-asperity friction really depend on the area
of real contact?
Published by the American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup. (a) A rheometer is mounted on top
of an inverted confocal microscope. Via a rigid adapter, the rheometer controls the movement of a Si3 N4 sphere in contact with a
sapphire flat. The sapphire flat has a root mean square roughness
(Sq ) of 0.14 nm, measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) over
an area of 10 × 10 μm (95.4 nm2 per pixel). By lowering and rotating
the rheometer, a normal force (Fn ) is applied at the Si3 N4 -on-sapphire
interface, and the torque (τ ) is measured. In the contact visualization experiment, the contact is wetted with a droplet of fluorescent
liquid, as shown in (b), where the inset illustrates the structure
of the fluorescent liquid 3,6-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]-1,2,4,5-tetrazine.
The fluorescent molecules are excited by 514 nm laser light, and
the fluorescence intensity at the interface is measured by the microscope (63× magnification with 1.4 numerical aperture).

Here, we use a fluorescence microscopy-based contact
visualization method to reveal the local nanometric gaps
at a multi-asperity interface. Through a detailed comparison between visualization experiments and boundary element
contact calculations, we show that the observed deformations
of nanoscale surface roughness are well-described by idealized elastoplasticity. We show that a direct consequence of the
contact mechanics is that the area of real contact will increase
when the surface roughness is decreased and decrease when
the roughness is increased. Counterintuitively, the surface
roughness and area of real contact almost do not influence
the dynamic frictional force: smooth and rough surfaces
have approximately the same CoF. However, when the interface roughness drops to values of just a few nanometers, we
do find an increased CoF due to the large areas across which
the interface is subject to capillary adhesion forces. These
measurements give a comprehensive picture of how surface
topography, elastoplasticity, and adhesion control the friction
of multi-asperity contacts.
II. RESULTS

In our experiments, a customized rheometer pressed a 3.18mm-diameter Si3 N4 sphere against a sapphire flat plate at
millinewton to Newton normal forces (Fig. 1). The Si3 N4
sphere was chosen because it has a similar hardness (23 GPa)
to sapphire (20 GPa), enabling elastic contact up to very

high contact pressures and minimizing wear at the interface. To determine the area of real contact, we recorded
fluorescence images of the interface using laser scanning confocal microscopy through the transparent sapphire substrate
[24]. A droplet of low-viscosity fluorescent liquid 3,6-bis[(2ethylhexyl)oxy]-1,2,4,5-tetrazine [25] was placed in between
the Si3 N4 sphere and sapphire flat before the normal force
was applied. The large contact pressure associated with Si3 N4 on-sapphire contacts (GPa) in combination with the viscosity
[26] of the fluorescent liquid (2000 Pa s) ensured that viscous
effects did not contribute to the transmission of the contact
force at the experimental time scale (>1 s), as found previously [24]. If the local interfacial gap is large enough to host a
liquid molecule (∼3 nm in size), an increased fluorescence intensity results. The relation between local interfacial gap and
fluorescence intensity can be calibrated such that the local gap
can be measured with nanometer accuracy (see Appendix A
for more details) [27]. Combined with the submicrometer inplane imaging resolution, fluorescence microscopy reveals the
multi-asperity contacts as no other technique can. We find that
fluorescence images of the Si3 N4 -on-sapphire contacts indeed
display a clear peak in the intensity distribution at low but
nonzero fluorescence intensities (Fig. S2 in the Supplemental
Material [28]), corresponding to the area of real contact. Both
detector noise and the convolution of contact and noncontact
regions lead to the finite intensity measured at the area of
real contact; pixels may contain a mixture of contact and
no contact. To extract the area of real contact, we set an
intensity threshold at a value that corresponds to an average
gap of 6 nm. Figure 2 shows that the area of real contact
in the experiment increases with the normal force, as the
asperities and bulk materials are being deformed. To compare
these experimental observations with theoretical predictions
of the contact formation process, we also performed contact
calculations using the boundary element method (BEM) [19]
(see Appendix B). Based on the sphere surface topography
[measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM)] and the
elastoplastic properties of Si3 N4 and sapphire (Table SI in the
Supplemental Material [28]), the simulator solves the elastic
equations and permits idealized plastic flow to relax the local contact pressure to values below the material hardness.
Despite these idealizations of the contact problem, we find
a compelling match between theory and experiment; not only
does the predicted contact area correspond to what we observe
experimentally, but individual contact patches revealed by
fluorescence microscopy are reproduced by the calculations.
This indicates that elastoplasticity is the key ingredient required to describe the Si3 N4 -on-sapphire contact mechanics at
the length scales that can be resolved by our inverted confocal
fluorescence microscope.
A direct consequence of the elasticity of the asperities is
that the area of real contact depends on the topography of
the contacting surfaces; the smoother the surfaces become,
the larger the area of real contact. To investigate the interplay
between roughness and contact area deeper, we compared
Si3 N4 spheres with different surface roughness as prepared
by abrasion or polishing. We quantified the surface roughness
either through the root mean square (RMS) height variation
(Sq = 99.3–4.7 nm) or through the RMS surface slope (Sk =
0.45–0.06) and the power spectral density (Fig. S3 in the
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FIG. 2. Si3 N4 -on-sapphire contact visualization and calculation. Upper row, area of real contact (white patches), defined as the pixels
within which the average gap is smaller than 6 nm, for three values of the normal force. Bottom row, the area of real contact (white patches)
calculated by the Tribology Simulator based on the topography of the sphere used in the experiments as measured by atomic force microscopy
(AFM; 60 × 60 μm, 2 × 103 nm2 per pixel). The results of the contact calculation were convolved with the microscopy point spread function:
a Gaussian function with full width at half maximum of 600 nm. Scale bar, 20 μm.

Supplemental Material [28]) [29], measured by AFM over an
area of 10 × 10 μm with a pixel size of 95.4 nm2 . Subsequently, we used the measured topographies to perform BEM
contact calculations [such as shown in the inset of Fig. 3(a)]
to quantify Areal for each sphere roughness at various normal
forces. As shown in Fig. 3(a), we find that there is a linear
relation between the area of real contact and the normal force
for each sphere. As expected, the area of real contact increases
with decreasing surface roughness at the same normal force;
the smoothest sphere makes contact over an area that is ∼4
times larger than the area of real contact associated with the
roughest sphere. To investigate if the larger area of real contact
also leads to a larger frictional force, we carried out dry friction experiments with the Si3 N4 spheres with varying surface
roughness (see Appendix C). The rough-on-smooth contact
geometry ensures that ploughing and interlocking friction are
suppressed. We find that, despite the significant impact the
roughness has on the contact mechanics [Fig. 3(a)], the variation in CoF is quite modest [Fig. 3(b)]. Reducing the area
of real contact increases the interfacial normal stress and the
interfacial shear stress such that the CoF varies much less
than the contact pressure. This behavior contrasts with the
classical description of friction by Bowden and Tabor [12]
in which the friction force is proportional to the area of real
contact. Proportionality between interfacial normal stress and
interfacial shear stress has previously been observed in surface
force apparatus experiments [10] and atomistic simulations
[11,30] and is in fact expected for stiff materials such as those
used in the present experiments [12]. However, when averaged

over the measured normal forces, the average CoF does show
a small but systematic dependence on the surface roughness
of the sphere [Fig. 3(b) inset].
To elucidate the observed relation between surface roughness and CoF, we considered the contact calculations presented in Fig. 3 and analyzed these calculations in terms of
the interfacial regions across which the gap between the two
surfaces is finite but small enough for adhesive interactions to
take place. Since the experimental interfaces were in ambient
air, the surfaces were likely covered by water layers that can
form capillary bridges around contact points [31]. The work
of adhesion associated with capillarity [32,33] can be as high
as two times the water surface tension (2γwater = 145 mJ/m2 ),
far above the work of adhesion associated with van der Waals
interactions, which in turn decreases when the solid-on-solid
interface is partially wetted by water [34]. The typical interfacial gap across which capillary bridges can be formed
under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions is given by W =
2t + dc . Here, t is the equilibrium thickness of the water film
condensed at a free silicon oxide (SiOx ) surface (0.7 nm at
20% relative humidity (RH) and 1.1 nm at 50% RH [35]),
and dc is the critical distance between two surfaces at which
capillary condensation occurs according to the Kelvin-Tolman
equation [36] [1.5 nm at 20% RH and 2.5 nm at 50% RH
(Table I)]. This yields interface gaps between 2.8 nm (20%
RH) and 4.8 nm (50% RH). A schematic illustration of the
capillary bridges formed at the interface is shown in the inset
of Fig. 4(a). There indeed is a dramatic increase in the area
of the interface within which the surfaces are separated by a
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FIG. 3. Area of real contact and frictional force as a function of normal force and surface topography. (a) Calculated area of real contact
(Areal ) as a function of normal force (Fn ) for Si3 N4 spheres of varying roughness. The insets highlight 10 × 10 μm (95.4 nm2 per pixel) atomic
force microscopy (AFM) topographies of the smoothest sphere (Sq = 4.7 nm) and the roughest sphere (Sq = 99.3 nm). (b) The frictional force
(Ff ) was measured at different normal forces (Fn ) for the same spheres used in (a). The coefficient of friction (CoF), averaged over the measured
normal forces, is plotted in the inset. Contact calculations (a) were performed at normal forces up to 45 mN to ensure that the nominal pressure
in the calculations remained like that in the experiment (b). The error bars cover one standard deviation of the results.

finite gap that is <4.8 nm [gray area Fig. 4(b)] as the surface
roughness decreases, suggesting that capillary adhesion may
play a role in the observed dependence of the frictional force
on the surface roughness.
Inspired by previous work [37], we now present a simplified model in which capillary adhesion occurs within gaps
at the interface <4.8 nm, as illustrated by the gray areas in
Fig. 4(b). In our model, we solely account for the capillary
adhesion force and ignore other contributions to the adhesion
such as the tension force and the van der Waals force. The
capillary bridges at the interface are characterized by a positive radius of curvature (r1 ) in the in-plane direction and a
negative radius of curvature (r2 ) in the direction normal to
the hydrophilic interface. Because |r1 |  |r2 | [see Fig. 4(b)],
the overall radius of curvature of the capillary bridges 1/R =
1/r1 + 1/r2 is negative and dominated by r2 such that a negative Laplace pressure difference between the water inside the
bridges and the surrounding air leads to an adhesive force
at the interface. The Laplace pressure (PLaplace ) is given by
PLaplace = γwater /(r2 + δ), with γwater the bulk water surface
tension, r2 = −dc /2, and δ the Tolman length (δ = 0.2 nm

TABLE I. Equilibrium thickness (t) of the water condensate on a
free SiOx surface and critical distance for capillary condensation (dc )
of water as a function of relative humidity (RH) as extracted from the
literature [34,35].
RH (%)
20
50

t (nm)

dc

0.65
1.11

1.49
2.54

at 20–50% RH) [36]. Hence, the total adhesion force (Fad )
in our model is given by the product of the Laplace pressure
difference across the water-air interface and the area on the
sphere (Acap ) that is wetted by the capillary water [Fig. 4(b)];
Fad = PLaplace × Acap . The capillary adhesion force associated
with the modeled interface can therefore be calculated—
without adjustable parameters—based on literature values for
the water layer thickness on the free SiOx surface, the critical
distance for capillary condensation, the water surface tension,
and the Tolman length. Through our model, we obtain capillary adhesion forces in the range of 3.9–14.5 mN for the
smoothest interface to 0.03–0.2 mN for the roughest interface
between 20% RH and 50% RH.
The capillary adhesion—which is particularly strong for
the smooth interface—contributes to the externally applied
load (Fex ) and is balanced by the repulsive force (Frep ) generated at the solid-on-solid contacts: Frep = Fex + Fad . As
illustrated by the results in Fig. 3, the frictional force is proportional to the applied normal force. Therefore, the relative
increase in frictional force resulting from capillary adhesion
should scale as Fad /Fex . This ratio is close to zero for the
roughest sphere: Fad /Fex = 6 × 10–3 . We thus can express the
expected increase in CoF due to capillary adhesion (CoFad )
in terms of the CoF measured using the roughest sphere
(CoFroughest ):
 F 
ad
.
(1)
CoFad = CoFroughest × 1+
Fex
Implicit in this calculation is the assumption that our thermodynamic equilibrium estimate of the capillary force holds
during low-velocity rough-on-smooth sliding. Our simple adhesion model is thus used to predict the surface topography
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FIG. 4. Coefficient of friction (CoF) as a function of surface
slope and the effect of capillary adhesion. (a) Si3 N4 -on-sapphire
CoF (red square symbols) as measured using spheres with different topographies as a function of average root mean square (RMS)
surface slope (Sk ) of sphere surfaces as measured by atomic force
microscopy (AFM). The gray shaded area shows the CoF values
predicted by Eq. (1) for relative humidities ranging from 20 to 50%.
The black triangles indicate the CoF measured when the interface is
immersed in water. The inset illustrates the formation of the capillary
bridges at the multi-asperity interface. (b) Calculated contact areas at
an externally applied normal force (Fex ) of 35 mN for three different
Si3 N4 spheres with RMS slopes ranging from 0.06 (top) to 0.45
(bottom). The red and gray patches indicate solid-solid contact area
and capillary-wetted area, respectively. The error bar covers the RMS
variation between independent results. Scale bar, 2.5 μm.

FIG. 5. Normal contact stiffness as a function of surface roughness. Black circular symbols indicate boundary element method
(BEM) contact calculations based on the sphere topographies. The
blue triangle and red square symbols indicate measurements using
the contact visualization method. The measured average gap at the
multi-asperity interface (an example is shown in the bottom left inset)
is shown in the upper right inset as a function of normal force (Fn ).
For the smoothest interfaces, the average gaps become comparable
with the size of the fluorescent molecules (∼3 nm), and the visualization experiments can no longer reliably measure interface stiffness.

dependence of the CoF. The parameters that go into our model
are not adjustable; the topography is measured by AFM,
the BEM contact calculations are based on the elastoplastic
properties of Si3 N4 and sapphire, and the capillary adhesion range and Laplace pressure are estimated based on the
Kelvin-Tolman equation and based on previous measurements
[35]. We evaluate the model for RHs in the typical range
for lab experiments (RH = 20–50%) and plot the results in
Fig. 4(a). The predicted CoF (CoFad )—without adjustable
parameters—quantitatively captures the dependence of the
CoF on surface roughness: smoother interfaces display higher
frictional force due to capillary adhesion. As capillary adhesion can only take place in the presence of solid, liquid, and
gas phases, we further challenge our model by immersing the
contacts in liquid water. This removes the air from the contact
zone, preventing capillary bridges from forming. Indeed, this
results in a CoF that is no longer dependent on the surface
roughness [Fig. 4(a)], confirming our model. We want to emphasize that this provides direct evidence that all dependence
of the CoF on the area of real contact in ambient conditions
can be attributed to capillary effects and that, therefore, the
experiments and model provide indirect evidence that the
shear stress depends linearly on the normal stress (Fig. S5 in
the Supplemental Material [28]).
While our results demonstrate how surface topography
affects dynamic friction through capillary adhesion, the impact of surface topography on static friction remains an

important open question. The transition from static to dynamic friction [38–40] is of key importance to, for instance,
the initiation of earthquakes or the precision and accuracy
of positioning systems and microelectromechanical system
or nanoelectromechanical system actuators. A loaded interface subjected to an increasing tangential force will initially
deform elastically before the interfacial junctions yield. However, the asperity-scale deformations associated with this
presliding process are typically difficult to assess experimentally. Nonetheless, the tangential interface stiffness that
determines the initial elastic response of an interface to an
increasing tangential force is predicted to be proportional to
the normal stiffness of the interface [41]. The combination
of experiments and contact calculations employed in this paper enables a direct measurement of this normal interfacial
stiffness as a function of surface topography. In the contact
calculations discussed above, we extracted the average interfacial gap (Gap) as a function of the normal force and derived
the normal interfacial contact stiffness (k) using Hooke’s
law, k = Fn /Gap. In these calculations, we only consider the
roughness of the Si3 N4 sphere, as the RMS roughness of the
sapphire plate is two orders of magnitude smaller. Rougher
interfaces—higher Sq or Sk of Si3 N4 sphere-on-sapphire flat—
have a lower interfacial stiffness than smooth interfaces. The
results show that the normal contact stiffness strongly depends
on the RMS roughness of the sphere surface (Fig. 5). Since the
contact pressure for most spheres is below the hardness of the
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contacting materials (see also Fig. S6 in the Supplemental Material [28]), the contact stiffness is determined by the elasticity
of the long wavelength roughness of the surface. The fluorescence imaging of the experimental interface provides an
additional opportunity to measure the average interfacial gap
as a function of normal force, through the average interfacial
fluorescence intensity (Fig. 5; see also Appendix D). The contact stiffness measured in the visualization experiments agrees
with the contact calculations and far beyond the stiffness of
most mechanical measurement devices.
III. DISCUSSION

In conclusion, we demonstrated that the Si3 N4 -on-sapphire
frictional force is not proportional to the area of real contact;
the CoF reflects a proportionality between normal stress and
shear stress. By controlling the surface topography, we varied
the area of real contact between a Si3 N4 sphere and flat sapphire surface by a factor of four and found a much weaker but
systematic variation in CoF of ∼20%. This 20% variation of
the CoF with surface roughness was found to be caused by
capillary adhesion; the smoother the interface, the larger the
area across which capillary adhesion can contribute to the load
experienced by the contacting asperities. Our simple adhesion
model, based on the Laplace and Kelvin-Tolman equations
and without adjustable parameters, successfully predicts the
adhesion-induced increase in the CoF with decreasing surface
roughness for RHs in the range of 20–50%. This large range of
humidity reflects that the model can capture the experimental
trend regardless of the precise thickness of the preabsorbed
water film, which may vary for different hydrophilic surfaces.
In the calculations, the contact angle at the three-phase contact line is ignored; considering a small contact angle for
the hydrophilic (oxidized) Si3 N4 and sapphire surfaces would
result in a small decrease in the range of the capillary adhesion but would not affect the overall trend of increasing CoF
for decreasing surface roughness. The solid-on-solid friction
measured in the experiments may be affected by boundary
layers of water and/or airborne hydrocarbons from the environment. Since the only material-specific parameters included
in our model are the bulk elastoplastic properties, the model
can in principle be applied to any stiff hydrophilic interface.
Interfaces between materials with lower stiffness have been
shown to display a more complex interplay between adhesion
and friction [37,42]. While our microscopy and AFM-based
approach does not enable the measurement of surface roughness at length scales smaller than that of the AFM tip [43], we
conclude that the resolution is sufficient to capture the mechanism by which topography controls friction [44,45]: capillary
adhesion. In addition to showing that dynamic friction at such
interfaces is largely independent on surface roughness, we
also show that the elastic deformations that play an important role in controlling the initial response of an interface
to external loading are highly roughness dependent; the interfacial stiffness was shown to change by almost an order
of magnitude as the RMS slope varied from 0.06 to 0.45
(corresponding to RMS roughness range of 5–100 nm). These
results provide insight into how friction behavior evolves as
surface roughness is worn off, which is paramount in precision
positioning applications.
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APPENDIX A: CONTACT VISUALIZATION

In the contact visualization experiments, a rheometer (DSR
301, Anton Paar) was placed on top of an inverted laser
scanning confocal microscope (Axiovert 200M, Zeiss) with
an LSM 5 PASCAL (Zeiss) laser scanning module [Fig. 1(a)].
A 3.18 mm Si3 N4 ball was fixed to the rheometer and brought
into contact with the sapphire flat (22 mm diameter), which
was mounted on the microscopy sample stage. A droplet of
fluorescent liquid 3,6-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]-1,2,4,5-tetrazine
was placed between the Si3 N4 sphere and sapphire flat. A 514
nm laser light was used to excite the fluorescent molecules.
The fluorescence images were recorded using a 63 × 1.4
numerical aperture objective (Plan-Apochromat, Zeiss) at a
pixel size of ∼ 3400 nm2 . At the interface, the fluorescent
molecules were excited by the laser light, and the local fluorescence intensity scales linearly with the local gap [27].
Figure S1 in the Supplemental Material [28] shows the fluorescence intensity measured across two orthogonal profiles
that run through the center of the sphere-on-flat contact. To
conduct these measurements, the Si3 N4 sphere was placed on
the sapphire flat with no externally applied load—only gravitational force. Therefore, the deformation of the bulk sphere
was negligible. The predicted sphere-on-flat gap, assuming
there is no roughness and no contact deformation, is shown
by the black solid and dotted curves in Fig. S1(a) in the Supplemental Material [28]. We subtracted the finite background
fluorescence intensity. We find a linear relation between the
intensity and the gap <500 nm in both orthogonal in-plane
directions (Fig. S1(b) in the Supplemental Material [28]).
The intensity-gap proportionality constant can be found by
averaging the slope of the linear fitting lines on two intensity
directions ∼4.7 I/nm.
APPENDIX B: BEM CONTACT CALCULATION

Contact calculations are carried out by the Tribology Simulator [46]. The half-space contact calculations were based
on the BEM to estimate the elastoplastic deformation (strain
hardening is neglected) at the Si3 N4 sphere-on-sapphire flat
interface, where the input mechanical properties in the calculation are listed in Table SI in the Supplemental Material
[28]. The best match between experiment and calculation was
obtained when the calculated contact image was convolved
with the microscopy point spread function, and subsequently,
a gap threshold of 9 nm was set (Fig. 2). This is 3 nm larger
than the gap used to obtain the experimental value of the
contact area; the difference is of the order of the molecule
size. We hypothesize that the difference may therefore be
related to the inability of the fluorescent liquid molecules to
fill the smallest gaps or the quenching of the fluorescence of
the boundary layer molecules that interface to the solid sur-
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faces. Nonetheless, we want to emphasize that the presented
comparison between contact calculation and experiment provides an unprecedented level of detail.
APPENDIX C: FRICTION EXPERIMENTS

The Si3 N4 sphere-on-sapphire flat friction experiments
were performed using a customized rheometer setup (DSR
301, Anton Paar) placed in an ambient environment at ∼40%
RH [Fig. 1(a)]. The 3.18-mm-diameter Si3 N4 sphere was
slid against the sapphire flat at a constant angular velocity
(ω = 8.3∗ 10−5 rad/s) that can be converted into a constant
sliding speed by multiplication with the fixed rotation radius
(r = 12.98 mm); V = ωr = 1 μm/s. The torque (τ ) experienced while sliding was measured and converted to the
frictional force (Ff = τ /r). Si3 N4 spheres and sapphire flats
were cleaned by sonicating with isopropanol solution and
kept in an ambient environment before friction experiments.
The friction experiments were performed at different normal forces indicated in Fig. 3(b) with different Si3 N4 sphere
topographies. The maximum normal force applied in the experiment was 160 mN, which results in a Hertzian contact
pressure of ∼0.6 GPa. The Hertzian contact pressure is much
lower than the hardness (Table SI in the Supplemental Material [28]) of Si3 N4 and sapphire so that the chance of plastic
deformation and ploughing was minimized. In addition, in
Fig. S4 in the Supplemental Material [28], we demonstrate
the AFM topography of a Si3 N4 sphere before and after the
contact with a sapphire flat at 2 N normal force. At these
elevated normal forces, we do observe some plasticity. To
correct for possible tilting of the rheometer with respect to
the substrate, we slid the Si3 N4 sphere on the sapphire flat
both in the positive and negative directions and reported the
average frictional force measured in both directions under the
same applied normal force. For each normal force, the sliding
strokes were performed at a previously untouched piece of
the sapphire flat to prevent potential interaction of the contact
surfaces and wear debris [47]. The frictional force at each normal force was measured at least three times (six times in both
directions) by following the applied normal force sequence:
increase, decrease, then increase. No hysteresis was observed,
confirming that wear was minimized.
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